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(57) Abstract: A multiple sensor endoscope system and a video processing method, wherein the system includes an endoscope hav
ing a plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit, is described. At least one daisy-chained image sensor in -
eludes a sensor array for capturing images and generating video packets from the captured images, a video compression unit con
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the video packets and regenerate separated images as captured by the plurality of daisy chain image sensors.



IMAGE CAPTURE AND VIDEO PROCESSING SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR
MULTIPLE VIEWING ELEMENT ENDOSCOPES

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application relies on, for priority, the following United States Provisional

Patent Applications, which are herein incorporated by reference in their entirety:

United States Provisional Patent Application Number 61/930,101, entitled "Daisy Chain

Multi-Sensor Endoscopic System" and filed on January 22, 2014;

United States Provisional Patent Application Number 61/948,012, entitled "Parallel

Illuminating Systems" and filed on March 4, 2014.

The present application relates to United States Patent Application Number 13/655,120,

entitled "Multi-Viewing Element Endoscope", and filed on October 18, 2012.

In addition, the present application also relates to United States Patent Application

Number 13/882,004, entitled "Optical System for Multi-Sensor Endoscopes", filed on April 26,

2013, which is a 371 National Stage Entry of PCT Application Number PCT/ILl 1/000832, of the

same title, and filed on October 27, 201 1, which, in turn, relies upon United States Provisional

Patent Application Number 61/407,495, filed on October 28, 2010.

The present application also relates to United States Patent Application Number

13/992,014, entitled "Flexible Electronic Circuit Board for a Multi-Camera Endoscope", filed on

June 6, 2013, which is a 371 National Stage Entry of PCT Application Number

PCT/ILl 1/050049, of the same title, and filed on December 8, 201 1, which, in turn, relies upon

United States Provisional Patent Application Number 61/421,238, filed on December 9, 2010.

All of the above-mentioned applications are herein incorporated by reference in their

entirety.

FIELD

The invention relates generally to endoscopy systems and, in particular, to image capture

and video processing systems and methods in multiple-viewing element and multiple-sensor

endoscope systems.

BACKGROUND



Free space is an extremely valuable resource within a multiple camera endoscope tip

section. Such tip sections typically include a plurality of cameras, a plurality of optical

systems, a plurality of illuminators, a flexible electronic circuit board configured to support

and encapsulate the components and a working channel configured for the injection of fluids

and for the insertion of miniscule surgery tools.

An optical system for a tip section of a multiple sensor endoscope comprising a front-

pointing camera sensor, a front objective lens system, a side-pointing camera-sensor, and a side

objective lens system is disclosed in United States Patent Application Number 13/882,004,

entitled "Optical Systems for Multi-Sensor Endoscopes" and filed on May 23, 2013, which is

herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.

A flexible electronic circuit board for a multiple camera endoscope tip section is

disclosed in Patent Cooperation Treaty Application Number PCT/IL201 1/050049, entitled

"Flexible Electronic Circuit Board for a Multi-Camera Endoscope" and filed on December 8,

201 1, which is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. The circuit board comprises: a

front camera surface configured to carry a forward looking camera; a first side camera surface

configured to carry a first side looking camera; a second side camera surface configured to carry

a second side looking camera; one or more front illuminator surfaces configured to carry one or

more front illuminators; and, one or more side illuminators surfaces configured to carry one or

more side illuminators.

The flexible circuit board is connected to the central control unit via a multi-wire cable.

The multi-wire cable is welded on the board in a designated location, freeing additional space

within the tip section assembly and adding flexibility to the cable access.

A multiple sensor or multiple viewing elements endoscope tip section comprising a

front-pointing camera and two or more side -pointing cameras positioned at or in proximity to

a distal end of the tip section and a working channel configured for insertion of a surgical tool

is disclosed in United States Patent Application Number 13/655,120, entitled "Multi -Camera

Endoscope" and filed on October 18, 2012, which is herein incorporated by reference in its

entirety, and assigned to the Applicant of the present specification. As described in the 20

application, the field of view (FOV) of each camera sensor in a multiple sensor endoscope is

illuminated by two or more illuminators that are light emitting diodes (LEDs). Thus, multiple

sensor endoscopes' tips that include a right pointing camera or viewing element, a front



pointing camera or viewing element and a left pointing camera or viewing element may

include a minimum of 9 or more LEDs. Since the FOVs' depth in different orientations, for

example in a patient's colon, can vary significantly during a colonoscopy procedure,

illuminating all LEDs with a fixed illumination intensity is sub -optimal, may be too weak in

some orientations for example and may drive the camera sensor arrays beyond their dazzle

limits due to light reflection from a nearby wall in other orientations.

One approach for controlling the illumination of a multiple illuminator endoscope

system may be provided by dynamically controlling the emitted light intensities. However,

since multiple illuminator endoscope systems may include 10 or more illuminators,

controlling the light intensity of each illuminator independent of the other illuminators

dynamically may be a difficult task.

Multiple-camera/viewing element endoscope digital image processing is a

computationally demanding task. Typically, each image sensor within each viewing element

captures 50 to 60 frames per second (progressive scanning) or 50 to 60 fields per second

(interlaced scanning). Each frame includes, within a high definition (HD) video mode, 1920 x

1080 pixels, summing up to more than 2 million pixels per frame where each RGB (red, green,

blue) pixel is encoded by 3 data bytes. A multiple camera endoscope comprising a front pointing

camera and two side pointing cameras typically generates about 75,000 video packets per frame,

with a 60 frames per second rate, which sums up to approximately 1 Gigabyte (GB) per second.

Signal processors that can manage such high data rates are too large to be placed within a

multiple camera endoscope tip section. Thus, multiple camera endoscopes need to process and

transfer the video packet data stream of approximately 1 GB/second through the endoscope body

via wires connected to an external display.

Since free space is such a valuable resource, the number of control and power lines used

for data transfer from the endoscope tip section and for the endoscope tip's illuminating system,

through the endoscope elongated body, and to a central control unit, should be minimized.

Therefore, it would be highly advantageous to provide "daisy-chained" multiple camera

endoscope systems configured to transmit video data over a single serial line, which can

optimize overall system performance.



While daisy-chained, serially connected illuminators of multiple camera endoscope

systems can provide optimized overall system performance in one system configuration, some

drawbacks may include:

1. Identical current flow through serially connected LEDs that is dictated by the current

flow of the LED that illuminates with the most power at a particular moment. Thus,

power may be wasted, which may heat the endoscope's tip section, and furthermore,

may over-expose the sensors' arrays in excessively illuminated regions.

2 . The supply voltage in a daisy chain of serially connected LEDs is proportional to the

number of chained LEDs. Therefore, the number of LEDs that may be chained in

endoscope's tip section is limited for at least safety reasons. Having a multiple

number of control and power lines for each LED connected in parallel to a controller

may solve these concerns, but it may waste a valuable volume at the endoscope's tip

section.

As such, it would also be highly advantageous to provide parallel illuminating systems

that require a minimal number of control and power lines and allow for regulation of each

illuminator's illumination intensity independently.

SUMMARY

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a daisy chain multiple sensor

system comprising a plurality of daisy chained image sensors, wherein at least one of said daisy

chained image sensors comprises: a sensor array to capture images and generate video packets

from said captured images; a compression unit to compress said video packets and generate

compressed video packets; a self-packet buffer configured to store said compressed video

packets; a de-serializer unit configured to receive serialized video packets from a previous-in-

chain image sensor and convert said serialized video packets to parallel video packets; a chained

packet buffer configured to store said parallel video packets corresponding to the previous -in-

chain image sensor; an arbitration unit configured to interleave the video packets stored in the

self-packet buffer and the chained packet buffer; a serial unit to serially output the interleaved

video packets; and, a central control circuit configured to manage said compression unit, self-

packet buffer, de-serializer unit, chained packet buffer, arbitration unit and serial unit.

Optionally, the daisy chain multiple sensor system is an endoscopic system.



In some embodiments, the at least one of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

may be arranged as a system-on-chip ASIC.

Optionally, the compression unit, self-packet buffer, chained packet buffer, arbitration

unit, serial unit and central control circuit are arranged as a system-on-chip ASIC, and wherein

said sensor array is external to said ASIC.

Optionally, said central control circuit is configured to de-interleave the interleaved video

packets and re-generate separated images as captured by said plurality of daisy chain image

sensors.

Optionally, only a last-in-chain serial unit is connected to an input of said central control

circuit by a single serial line.

In some embodiments, said plurality of daisy chained image sensors may comprise a first

daisy chained image sensor, a second daisy chained image sensor and a third daisy chained

image sensor. Optionally, said first daisy chained image sensor is a first side-pointing image

sensor, said second daisy chained image sensor is a front pointing image sensor and said third

daisy chained image sensor is a second side-pointing image sensor of an endoscope tip.

In some embodiments, at least one of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors may

comprise an identifier.

Optionally, said compression unit is configured to add packet headers to said video

packets. Optionally, said packet headers comprise image sensor identifiers. Optionally, said

packet headers further comprise time stamps and/or coordinate identifiers.

Optionally, said compression unit is configured to generate video packets comprising 256

bytes to 4 Kbytes per packet.

Optionally, self-packet buffer and chained packet buffer size is 2 to 64 Kbytes.

Optionally, self and chained packet buffers are configured to store data at 0.1 Gigabits to

10 Gigabits per second rate.

Optionally, said arbitration unit is configured to draw and interleave, alternately, one

video packet from said self-packet buffer and two video packets from said chained packet buffer.

Still optionally, said arbitration unit is configured to draw and interleave, alternately, one video

packet from said self-packet buffer and a variable number of video packets from said chained

packet buffer.



Optionally, serial units of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are configured to

transfer serial data at identical bitrate.

Optionally, the serial unit is configured to transfer serial data at bitrates that depends on a

position of the image sensor in the daisy chained multiple sensor system, and wherein the serial

unit data transfer rate of the image senor is n+1 times the serial unit data transfer rate of a

previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is a number of preceding image sensors in said daisy

chained multiple sensor system.

Optionally, said serial unit is configured to transfer data at a rate of 0.1 Gigabits to 10

Gigabits per second.

Optionally, said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are configured to capture frames

with identical frame rate. Still optionally, said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are

configured to capture frames with a variable frame rate that depends on the image sensor

position in said daisy chain.

Optionally, in some embodiments, the frame rates may vary dynamically.

In some embodiments, commands to configure a mode of operation of at least one of said

daisy chained image sensors as well as status related to the mode of operation is communicated

back to the central control circuit as ancillary data packets interleaved with the video packets.

In some embodiments, said central control circuit may be positioned at a proximal end of

an endoscope. In other embodiments, said central control circuit may be located in a device

external to an endoscope.

In some embodiments, said plurality of daisy chained image sensors may be charge

coupled device (CCD) sensors or complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensors.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a video processing method for

use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a plurality of daisy chained image

sensors and a central control unit in data communication with said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors, the method comprising: in a first of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

generating video packets from images captured by a sensor array of the first of the plurality of

daisy chained image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer; and in said

first of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video packets of said self-

packet buffer and at least one void packet of a chained packet buffer and transmitting the

interleaved video packets to another of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors.



Optionally, the central control unit outputs generates three separate and distinct video

images from the interleaved video packets and transmits the three separate and distinct video

images to three separate displays.

Optionally, the step of generating video packets from images further comprises

compressing said video packets.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with identical gross

bitrate that does not depend on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with variable bitrates

that depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

and wherein a data transfer rate of an image senor is n+1 times the data transfer rate of a

previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is the number of preceding image sensors in said

plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Still optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors varies dynamically.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a video processing method for

use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a plurality of daisy chained image

sensors and a central control unit in data communication with said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors, the method comprising: in a second of the plurality of daisy chained image

sensors, generating video packets from images captured by a sensor array of the second of the

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer; in

said second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, storing in a chain packet buffer video

packets received from another of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors; and in said second

of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video packets of said self-packet

buffer and said chained packet buffer and transmitting the interleaved video packets to another of

the plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, the central control unit outputs generates three separate and distinct video

images from the interleaved video packets and transmits the three separate and distinct video

images to three separate displays.



Optionally, the step of generating video packets from images further comprises

compressing said video packets.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with identical gross

bitrate that does not depend on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with variable bitrates

that depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

and wherein a data transfer rate of an image senor is n+1 times the data transfer rate of a

previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is the number of preceding image sensors in said

plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Still optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors varies dynamically.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a video processing method for

use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a plurality of daisy chained image

sensors and a central control unit in data communication with said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors, the method comprising: in a second of the plurality of daisy chained image

sensors, generating video packets from images captured by a sensor array of the second of the

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer;

and in said second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video packets of

said self-packet buffer and at least one void packet of a chained packet buffer and transmitting

the interleaved video packets to another of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, the central control unit outputs generates three separate and distinct video

images from the interleaved video packets and transmits the three separate and distinct video

images to three separate displays.

Optionally, the step of generating video packets from images further comprises

compressing said video packets.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with identical gross

bitrate that does not depend on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.



Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with variable bitrates

that depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

and wherein a data transfer rate of an image senor is n+1 times the data transfer rate of a

previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is the number of preceding image sensors in said

plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Still optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors varies dynamically.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a video processing method for

use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a plurality of daisy chained image

sensors and a central control unit in data communication with said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors, the method comprising: in a third of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

generating video packets from images captured by a sensor array of the third of the plurality of

daisy chained image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer; in said third

of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, storing in a chain packet buffer video packets

received from another of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors; in said third of the

plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video packets of said self-packet buffer

and said chained packet buffer and transmitting the interleaved video packets to a central control

unit; and in said central control unit, de-interleaving said interleaved video packets and

outputting de-interleaved and separated image frames captured by said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.

Optionally, the central control unit outputs or generates three separate and distinct video

images from the interleaved video packets and transmits the three separate and distinct video

images to three separate displays.

Optionally, the step of generating video packets from images further comprises

compressing said video packets.

Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with identical gross

bitrate that does not depend on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.



Optionally, said transmitting of the interleaved packets is performed with variable bitrates

that depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

and wherein a data transfer rate of an image senor is n+1 times the data transfer rate of a

previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is the number of preceding image sensors in said

plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

depends on a position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

Still optionally, an image capture frame rate of said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors varies dynamically.

In accordance with other embodiments, the present specification describes parallel

illuminating systems that allow regulation of each illuminator's illumination intensity

independently.

In some embodiments, regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity may allow for

illumination of different orientations with different illumination intensities.

In some embodiments, regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity may reduce the

overall power consumption of the endoscope and thus may reduce heat production in the

endoscope's tip section.

Optionally, regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity independently may allow

for different types of illuminators may be switched on or switched off on demand.

In other embodiments, the present specification discloses a parallel illuminating system,

the system comprising: at least one camera sensor configured to capture images; at least two

illuminators connected in parallel to a power supply line and configured to illuminate a plurality

of field of views (FOVs) associated with said at least one camera sensor, wherein said at least

two illuminators are associated with at least one illuminator circuit; a central control circuit to

communicate control signals over the power supply line, said control signals being superimposed

over input power to said at least one illuminator circuit; and, a logic circuit within said at least

one illuminator circuit to receive said control signals superimposed over the input power,

wherein said logic circuit comprises a power extraction module to extract the input power and a

data extraction module to decode said control signals in order to determine a desired current flow

through said at least two illuminators.

Optionally, said logic circuit and said central control circuit include processors.



Optionally, said control signals regulate the illumination intensity of each of said at least

two illuminators independently. Still optionally, said control signals comprise switching on and

off each of said at least two illuminators independently.

Optionally, said control signals and power are provided to said at least two illuminators

over said power supply line.

Optionally, said control signals and power are provided to each of said at least two

illuminators on separate power supply lines.

Optionally, the processor of said central control circuit is configured to encode control

signals and transmit said encoded control signals to said at least two illuminators.

Optionally, the processor of said logic circuit is configured to decode said encoded

control signals. Optionally, the encoded control signals comprise signals for varying an electric

current flow through each of said at least two illuminators. Still optionally, the encoded control

signals are communicated over said power supply line using a universal-asynchronous-receiver-

transmitter (UART) protocol. Still optionally, the encoded control signals comprise encoded IDs

of each of said at least two illuminators and wherein the processors of said logic circuits

associated with each of said at least two illuminators are configured to decode said encoded

illuminators' IDs and regulate intensities of said at least two illuminators according to said

encoded control signals.

Optionally, the processor of said central control circuit is configured to detect high

intensity reflections received by said at least one camera sensor and reduce the illumination

intensity of at least one of said at least two illuminators.

Still optionally, the processor of said central control circuit is configured to detect low

intensity reflections received by said at least one camera sensor and increase the illumination

intensity of at least one of said at least two illuminators.

Optionally, the central control circuit is configured to vary the illumination intensity of

each of said at least two illuminators manually.

Optionally, said at least two illuminators comprise at least one light emitting diode

(LED). Still optionally, the logic circuits associated with said at least two illuminators control

current flows through said at least one LED.



Optionally, the processor of said logic circuit is implemented as application specific

integrated circuits (ASICs). Still optionally, the processor of said logic circuit is implemented as

field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

Optionally, each of said at least two illuminators has a light wavelength range which is

different compared to the other.

In some embodiments, one or more additional illuminators may be connected in series to

one or more of said at least two illuminators connected in parallel to said power supply line.

Optionally, said parallel illuminators system is an illumination system of an endoscope

tip.

Optionally, said central control circuit is a camera board (CB) circuit of an endoscope tip.

Optionally, said logic circuit further comprises a temperature sensor. Still optionally,

said temperature sensor is configured to sense at least one temperature at a plurality of junctions

within illuminator circuits of said at least two illuminators, from which the temperature of a tip

section of an endoscope is calculated. Still optionally, the processor of said central control

circuit regulates said at least two illuminators' emitted light according to said sensed

temperatures.

In some embodiments, said logic circuit may further comprise at least one motion sensor

selected from a group consisting of: accelerometers, gyros and combinations thereof.

Optionally, the processor of said central control circuit regulates said at least two

illuminators' illumination intensity according to indications of said at least one motion sensor.

Still optionally, said at least one motion sensor is a MEMS device.

Optionally, said at least one camera sensor is a CCD array or a CMOS array.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a method of controlling

illumination of a parallel illuminating system, the method comprising: providing at least one

camera sensor configured to capture images, at least two illuminators connected in parallel to a

power supply line and configured to illuminate a plurality of FOVs associated with said at least

one camera sensor, at least one illuminator circuit associated with said at least two illuminators,

and a central control circuit; generating, by said central control circuit, encoded control signals

for each one of said at least two illuminators; communicating, over the power supply line, said

encoded control signals superimposed over input power to said at least two illuminators;

decoding said encoded control signals by a logic circuit associated with said at least one



illuminator circuit, wherein said logic circuit comprises a power extraction module to extract the

input power and a data extraction module to decode the control signals and producing, by said

logic circuit, decoded control signals to determine a desired current flow through said at least

two illuminators.

Optionally, said parallel illuminating system is an endoscope tip's illumination system.

Optionally, said generated encoded signals further comprise indications for switching on

and switching off each one of said at least two illuminators independently.

Optionally, said generated encoded control signals comprise indications for varying an

illumination intensity of each said at least two illuminators independently.

Optionally, said encoded control signals and power to said at least two illuminators are

provided on a single power line.

Optionally, said encoded control signals are UART protocol instructions.

Optionally, said encoded control signals to each one of said at least two illuminators

comprise a common indication/instruction to said at least two illuminators.

The aforementioned and other embodiments of the present specification shall be

described in greater depth in the drawings and detailed description provided below

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other features and advantages of the present specification will be further

appreciated, as they become better understood by reference to the detailed description when

considered in connection with the accompanying drawings:

Figure 1 is a diagram of a multiple sensor endoscope tip section, in which a daisy chain

configuration may be employed, according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 2 is an image sensor circuit diagram, according to certain embodiments of the

present specification;

Figure 3A is a block diagram of a daisy chained multiple sensor serial circuit system,

according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 3B is a block diagram of a daisy chained, parallel multiple sensor circuit system,

according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 4A is a flow chart illustrating a fixed rate interleaving data flow, according to

certain embodiments of the present specification;



Figure 4B is a flow chart illustrating a variable rate interleaving data flow, according to

certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 5 is a flow chart describing a video processing method for a daisy chained

multiple sensor endoscope, according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 6 illustrates an exemplary tip section of an endoscope that includes a plurality of

cameras and parallel illuminating systems, according to certain embodiments of the present

specification;

Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating an illuminator circuit, according to certain

embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 8A is a parallel illuminating system circuit diagram, according to certain

embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 8B illustrates the parallel illuminating system circuit diagram of Figure 8A further

incorporating a remote sense, according to certain embodiments;

Figure 9 is a schematic of transmission of control signal instructions over a camera board

power supply line, according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 10 is a schematic of a camera board supply line status, voltage and current,

according to certain embodiments of the present specification;

Figure 11 is a flow diagram of an illumination method for a parallel illuminating system,

according to certain embodiments of the present specification; and,

Figure 1 is a flow diagram of an illumination method for a parallel illuminating system,

according to other certain embodiment of the present specification.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the description and claims of the present specification, each of the words "comprise",

"include", and "have", and forms thereof, are not necessarily limited to members in a list with

which the words may be associated.

The present specification is directed toward multiple embodiments. The following

disclosure is provided in order to enable a person having ordinary skill in the art to practice the

invention. Language used in this specification should not be interpreted as a general disavowal

of any one specific embodiment or used to limit the claims beyond the meaning of the terms used

therein. The general principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and



applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Also, the terminology

and phraseology used is for the purpose of describing exemplary embodiments and should not be

considered limiting. Thus, the present specification is to be accorded the widest scope

encompassing numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents consistent with the

principles and features disclosed. For purpose of clarity, details relating to technical material that

is known in the technical fields related to the invention have not been described in detail so as

not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

In accordance with an aspect, the present specification discloses a daisy chain multiple

sensor endoscope system and a video processing method. The system includes an endoscope

comprising a plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit. At least one

daisy chained image sensor includes a sensor array configured to capture images and generate

video packets out of the captured images, a video compression unit configured to optionally

compress the video packets, a self-packet buffer configured to store the video packets, a chain

packet buffer configured to store video packets received from previous-in-chain image sensors, a

serial-to-parallel de-serializer input unit configured to convert serialized input video packets to

parallel 8, 16, 32 or 64-bits words, an arbitration unit configured to interleave the stored video

packets, a serial output unit configured to output serially the interleaved video packets, and a

control circuit configured to manage the video compression unit. The central control unit is

configured to de-interleave the video packets and regenerate separated images as captured by the

plurality of daisy chain image sensors.

The daisy chain multiple sensor endoscope system is used to display a plurality of images

captured by a plurality of image sensors (and thus, viewing elements/cameras) disposed at an

endoscope tip section where the image data from the plurality of images is communicated over a

single line. As used in conjunction with this embodiment, the term single line refers to coaxial

cable, twisted-pair, twinaxial cable (twinax), and the like, either differentially or single-ended.

The daisy chain multiple sensor endoscope system allows further miniaturization of the

endoscope tip section and the endoscope body due to communicating the video packet data over

a single printed-circuit-board (PCB) serial line (differential, or single-ended). Persons of

ordinary skill in the art should appreciate that the aforementioned miniaturization, as a result of

daisy-chaining is, with reference to at least the following: a) use of only one soldering point for

the serial line instead of multiple soldering points (for example, three) for multiple camera



sensors (for example, three camera sensors), b) instead of multiple video trace routings (one for

each camera sensor) over longer traces towards the PCB tip, there are shorter routes between

adjacent cameras, and a shortened route from a last daisy-chain camera to the PCB tip, c) cabling

within an insertion tube of the endoscope is reduced to a single serial line instead of multiple

lines corresponding to multiple camera sensors.

The daisy chained multiple sensor endoscope system may, in some cases, require

development of a single application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) processor for the plurality

of image sensor circuits. Thus, according to some embodiments of the current specification, a

single ASIC is designed, fabricated, daisy chained and tested for the daisy chain multiple sensor

endoscope system. As used herein, the term "daisy chain(ed) multiple sensor" refers both to a

serial chain of sensors (that is, a serial chain of at least two sensors - such as in a gastroscope and

at least three sensors - such as in a colonoscope) and to a plurality of serial chains of sensors

connected in parallel.

In an embodiment, the serial output units of the plurality of daisy chained image sensor

circuits are configured to transfer serial data with an identical gross bitrate. In such a case, this

identical gross bitrate should support the sensor that outputs the highest bandwidth of payload

data (net bitrate), i.e. the last sensor in the chain. The closer a sensor is located to the beginning

of the chain, the more void packets it will transmit to achieve that identical gross bitrate, hence

compensating for its lower net bitrate.

In an embodiment, the serial output units of the plurality of daisy chained image sensor

circuits are configured to transfer serial data with a bitrate that depends on the position of the

image sensor circuit in the chain. The serial output unit data transfer rate of an image sensor

circuit may be n+1 times the serial output unit data transfer rate of a previous-in-chain image

sensor circuit, where n is the number of preceding image sensor circuits in the image sensor

daisy chain. Accordingly, different processing circuits need to be designed for different image

sensor circuits in the chain. However, in one embodiment, a single ASIC is designed having

multiple processing capabilities that depend on the image sensor circuit position in the chain.

In an embodiment, the image sensor's capturing frame rate depends on the image sensor

position in the daisy chain and varies dynamically.



In an embodiment, the image sensor's mode of operation, for example: frame rate,

compression strategy, acquired field of view (FOV), output resolution, color space and sampling,

are dynamically set by the user.

Reference is now made to Figure 1, which illustrates an endoscope tip section, in which a

daisy chained multiple sensor configuration may be employed, according to certain embodiments

of the present specification. The endoscope tip section 100 includes a side pointing image sensor

102 capturing right field of view (FOV) 103, a front pointing image sensor 104 capturing front

FOV 105 and a second side pointing image sensor 106 capturing left FOV 107. The endoscope

tip section 100 also includes a working channel 108 configured to inject fluids or gases and to

insert miniscule surgery tools. Although not seen in Figure 1, it is understood that the endoscope

tip section 100 includes a plurality of illuminators configured to illuminate objects in a patient's

colon, for example, a plurality of optical systems that include front and side objective lens

systems, and a flexible electronic circuit board configured to carry the front and side camera

sensors, illuminators and optical systems.

Reference is now made to Figure 2, which illustrates an image sensor circuit according to

certain embodiments of the present specification. Image sensor circuit 200 comprises a sensor

array 202 that may be a charged couple device (CCD) sensor or a complementary metal oxide

semiconductor (CMOS) sensor. According to some embodiments, the terms "image sensor

circuit" and "daisy chained image sensor" are interchangeably used. Typically, sensor array 202

is configured to capture 60 frames/images per second of an object and generate video packets,

where each high definition (HD) video frame includes 1920 x 1080 pixels, generating more than

2 million pixels per frame in a progressive HD video mode. Other HD or regular video modes

with different number of pixels per frame may be implemented with, and are in the scope of,

other embodiments of the current specification - such as, but not limited to, 24, 25, 29.97, 30

frames per second. Moreover, additional exemplary resolutions such as, but not limited to,

600x600, 800x800,1000x1000, 1200x1200 or more may be used instead of standard HD or SD

resolutions.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes a video compression unit 204 connected to array sensor

202. Compression unit 204 generates video packets that include typically, but not limited to, 256

bytes to 4 Kbytes per video packet out of a captured frame. According to HDTV standard, the

sensor array pixel clock frequency may be 148.5 MHz and 3 bytes of data may be used to encode



each RGB pixel. The generated video packet rate may be 1.74 mega video packets per second

and typical data flow from sensor array 202 to compression unit 204 may be 445.5 Megabytes

(MB) per second.

In one embodiment, pixel encoding using color space family YCbCr (where Y is

luminance, Cb is blue-difference chroma, and Cr is red-difference chroma) with 4:2:2 chroma

sampling is used instead of RGB pixel encoding, which reduces encoding to 2 bytes per pixel,

thus reducing the encoding by a factor of 0.67 compared to an RGB scheme (YCbCr with 4:2:0

chroma sampling may be used to further reduce the bytes per pixel encoding, in alternate

embodiments).

In another embodiment, an interlaced video mode is used, further reducing by half the

data flow while vertical resolution reduction is much less than half.

In yet another embodiment, YCbCr 4:2:2 encoding and interlacing video mode is

performed, reducing the data flow to about 0.15 Gigabytes per second and less.

In still another embodiment, the array sensors provide video in raw format (that is in its

most basic form prior to de-mosaic), hence reducing number of bits per pixels from 16 (YCbCr

case) to 10.

Compression unit 204 can compress video packets with 1:2 compression ratio and greater

using compression algorithms similar to, for example, zip, jpeg, mpeg and the like.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes self-packet buffer 206 configured to store compressed /

encoded video packets generated by compression unit 204. The packet buffer size, for example,

can be, but is not limited to, 2 to 64 Kilobytes (KB). According to certain embodiments of the

present specification, the self-packet buffer size may be 8 Kilobytes, storing 32 video packets

that include 256 bytes per packet. The input sampling rate of the self-packet buffer may be

configured to match the video packet data flow rate generated by sensor array 202 and

compression unit 204. In the exemplary embodiment described herein, the data flow rate may be

445.5 Mbytes per second or in a range varying from 1 Mbytes to 10 Gbytes per second, however,

other frame rates, compression rates, and pixel rates may be generated by sensor array 202 and

compression unit 204 and are within the scope of the present specification.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes chained packet buffer 209 configured to store video

packets received from previous-in-chain image sensor serial or serializer output 207, after

conversion to parallel 8, 16, 32 or 64 bits words by de-serializer 208. The size of the chained



packet buffer 209 is similar to the size of the self-packet buffer 206 in accordance with an

embodiment. In accordance with an embodiment, the self-packet and chained packet buffers

206, 209 are configured to store data at 0.1 Gigabits to 10 Gigabits per second rate.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes an arbitration and multiplexing unit 210 configured to

interleave video packets stored at self-packet buffer 206 and chain packet buffer 209. Two

exemplary interleaving schemes are explained in more detail below with reference to Figure 4A

and Figure 4B.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes a serial output unit or serializer 212 configured to

output serially the interleaved video packets received from arbitration unit 210. Serial output

unit 212 drives serial data over a single serial line 209 to the next image sensor circuit in chain or

to a central control unit disposed at the endoscope proximal end or at an external unit (not

shown).

In accordance with an embodiment, the serial output unit 212 is configured to transfer

data at 100 Megabits (or less) to 100 Gigabits per second rate. It should be appreciated that 100

Gigabits per second rate is approximately two orders of magnitude than what is achievable on a

single copper line. In one embodiment, the serial output unit 212 is configured to transfer data at

0.1 Gigabits to 10 Gigabits per second rate.

Image sensor circuit 200 includes a control circuit 214 configured to manage / control

video compression unit 204, self-packet buffer 206, de-serializer 208, chain packet buffer 209,

arbitration unit 210, serial output unit or serializer 212, and the operation mode of sensor array

202. In accordance with some embodiments, the sensor array 202 reports (to the central control

unit) its internal operation mode status and receives (from the central control unit) commands for

configuring its (202) mode of operation (for example: frame rate, compression strategy, acquired

field of view (FOV), output resolution, color space and sampling) - as ancillary data packets

interleaved within the video packets. Such embodiments would necessitate a first sensor in the

daisy chain to have its serial data input connected to a serial data wire running from a central

control unit to the endoscopic tip. The other sensors have their serial data inputs left unconnected

to spare PCB space, since they will receive their commands as ancillary command packets, over

video lines.

Control circuit 214 is configured to receive ID pins 216, as identifiers, that are used to

define a unique identifier of sensor circuit 200.



In some embodiments, image sensor circuit 200 is embedded in a system-on-chip (SOC)

ASIC that includes sensor array 202 and control and data processing circuits (214, 204, 206, 208,

209, 210 and 212) on a single chip. Alternatively, image sensor control and data processing

circuits may be embedded in an ASIC connected to a separate sensor array 202.

Reference is now made to Figure 3A, which illustrates a daisy chain serial multiple

sensor circuit system 300A, according to certain embodiments of the present specification.

Daisy-chain serial multiple sensor circuit system 300A includes a first side pointing image

sensor circuit 302 (right-R), a front pointing image sensor circuit 304 (front-F) and a second side

pointing image sensor circuit 306 (left-L). Each image sensor circuit receives an input image

from sensor array 301, 303 and 305 respectively.

Figure 3A describes a chain of three sensors L F R. However, the number of

sensors per chain can be two or more than three based on the system's requirements.

Furthermore, the order of sensors within a chain, however hard-wired, may also vary, according

to system constraints and requirements, for example: F -L -R.

According to embodiments of the present specification, image sensor circuits 302, 304

and 306 are daisy chained. The output of a serializer unit (similar to serializer 212 of Figure 2) of

the first side pointing image sensor circuit 302 is connected as input to a de-serializer (similar to

the de-serializer 208 of Figure 2) of the front pointing image sensor circuit 304 by a single serial

PCB line 310. Similarly, the output of a serialzer unit of the front pointing image sensor circuit

304 is connected as input to a de-serializer of the second side pointing image sensor circuit 306

by a single serial PCB line 312. The output of a serializer unit of the second side pointing circuit

306 is connected to a central control unit 316 by a single serial line 314 implemented as a cable

(such as coax, twin-ax, twisted pair, etc.).

According to embodiments of the present specification, the daisy chain multiple sensor

endoscope tip section image sensor circuits are used to transfer data to central control unit 316

over a single serial line 314.

According to embodiments of the present specification, each image sensor circuit 302,

304 and 306 is assigned with an exclusive identifier (ID) used to encode data from the first

(right) side pointing sensor (ID=R) 302, data from front pointing image sensor (ID=F) 304 and

data from second (left) side pointing sensor (ID=L) 306. Setting the ID of an image sensor circuit

may be done by choosing the value(s) of resistor(s) connected to dedicated sensor ID pin(s) as



illustrated in Figure 2 (ID pin(s) 216). Alternatively, an image sensor circuit can be designed to

automatically learn its place in the chain, by methods including, but not limited to: 1. examining

the net bitrate at its input versus the total gross bitrate; or, 2 . deducing it is a first in chain sensor

if its input is inactive (308). If input is active, it detects what is the highest sensor number n

whose packets were received at the input, then concludes its own number is n+1. The

compression units may add headers to the video packets which may include, but are not limited

to: 1. sensor ID; and, 2 . time stamps and / or coordinate of a region within an image related to

the packet. In various embodiments, the region is an entire line of pixels or a rectangle that

encompasses a group of neighboring pixels (such as, for example, a 16x16 rectangle of pixels).

Image sensor ID may be used to select interleaving schemes that may depend on the position of

the image sensor circuit in the daisy chain as explained further herein below with reference to

Figure 4A and Figure 4B. Image sensor ID is used by central control unit 316 to de-interleave the

serialized video packets.

Central control unit 316 is configured to de-interleave the serial video packet stream

received on single line 314 and to regenerate three separate and distinct displays R 320, F 322

and L 324 as captured by sensor arrays 301, 303 and 305 respectively.

According to certain embodiments of the present specification, the serial video packet

stream transferred on single line 314 is boosted at the endoscope handle for example (not shown)

before it is received and processed by central control unit 316. Digital signals are transmitted

using an analog transmission scheme, and all signals are subject to degradation effects such

as noise, distortion, and loss. Over short distances and at low bit rates, single line 314 may

transmit the serialized video data with sufficient fidelity. However, at high bit rates and over

longer distances, various effects may degrade the electrical signal to the point where errors may

occur in the displayed images. Due to the length of single line 314 and optionally high data

transfer rate that may be 0.1 to 10 Gigabit per second or more, a boost or amplification unit may

be added to the endoscope tip or endoscope handle.

Figure 3B illustrates another daisy chain multiple sensor circuit system 300B, according

to certain embodiments of the present specification. The output of a serializer unit (similar to the

serializer unit 212 of Figure 2) of the right pointing circuit 302 is connected directly as an input

to a de-serializer (similar to the de-serializer 208 of Figure 2) of the left pointing circuit 306 by

single serial line 3 11. Similarly, the output of a serializer unit of the front pointing circuit 304 is



also connected as an input to the de-serializer of the left pointing circuit 306 by single serial line

312. The output of a serializer unit of the left pointing circuit 306 is connected to central control

unit 316 by single serial line 314. In the parallel configuration illustrated in Figure 3B, left

pointing circuit 306 is a last-in-chain image sensor circuit, connected in parallel to previous

image sensor circuits 302 and 304. Image sensor circuits 302 and 304 receive inactive inputs 308

and 309.

Central control unit 316 is configured to de-interleave the serial video packet stream

received on single 314 and regenerate three separate and distinct images R 320, F 322 and L 324

as captured by sensor arrays 301, 303 and 305.

According to embodiments of the current specification, various interleaving schemes are

used to interleave video packets using arbitration unit 210 of Figure 2 . Two non- limiting

examples of such interleaving schemes are described below.

According to certain embodiments of the present specification, image sensor circuits 302,

304 and 306 may be connected directly, in parallel, to central control circuit 316. Each image

sensor is configured to transfer data to central control unit 316 over a single serial line and

central control circuit 316 is configured to receive and display the three separate images R 320, F

322 and L 324 as captured by sensor arrays 301, 303 and 305.

Figure 4A illustrates a fixed rate interleaving data flow, according to certain

embodiments of the present specification. Right pointing image sensor circuit 302 receives "k"

Mbytes per second video data from image sensor 301 that captures the right FOV 103 of

endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1, where "k" may be 445 Mbytes per second, as described

above, but generally "k" depends on the encoding pixel type, the compression ratio, the video

mode, among other variables. According to the fixed rate interleaving data flow, an arbitration

unit is configured to add two void video packets on each video packet received from sensor array

301 and to output the interleaved video packets over single serial line 310 to front pointing image

sensor circuit 304. The serial output bit rate over line 310 is 3xK Mbits per second, where K is S

times bigger than k due to byte to bits conversion. For example, when using 10:8 encoding, S

equals 10. Using bytes as parallel words within the sensors is shown here merely as an example.

An actual sensor may be designed to operate with parallel words of other sizes (for example, 16-

bit, 32-bit and 64-bit words).



An exemplary calculation of the bitrate at the output of a daisy chain multiple sensor,

according to certain embodiments of the present specification, for a system of three sensors in a

daisy chain, working in interlaced video mode, using YCbCr 4:2:2 encoding, using 2:1

compression ratio, where every byte is transmitted as a 10-bit symbol (10:8 coding), at serial line

314 would be: 3 x (1/2) x (2/3) x (1/2) x 445MB/Sec x lOBit/Byte = 2.23 Gigabits per second

(GbpS). Alternately, considering a sensor with 800x800 resolution, 30 frames per second, 25%

blanking overhead, 10 bit raw format, 8:10 coding, the bitrate for a chain of three sensors would

be: 3x800x800x30x1.25x10x10/8 = 0.9GbpS.

Front pointing image sensor circuit 304 receives k Mbytes per second video data from

image sensor 303 that captures the front FOV 105 of endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1.

Additionally, front pointing image sensor circuit 304 receives 3K Mbits per second serial video

data from right image sensor circuit 302 over single line 310. According to the fixed rate

interleaving data flow, the arbitration unit is configured to draw two video packets (one is void,

the other contains real video) from the chain packet buffer on each video packet it draws from

the self-packet buffer and to output the interleaved video packets over single line 312 to left

pointing image sensor circuit 306. The serial output data rate over line 312 is again 3K Mbits per

second.

Alternatively, image sensor circuit 200 of Figure 2 may be designed to avoid loading its

chain packet buffer with ingress video packets and to generate void packets whenever needed at

its serial output 209 (Figure 2).

Left pointing image sensor circuit 306 receives k Mbytes per second video data from

image sensor 305 that captures the left FOV 107 of endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1.

Additionally, left pointing image sensor circuit 306 receives 3K Mbits per second serial video

data from front image sensor circuit 304 over single serial line 312. The arbitration unit is

configured to draw two video packets from the chain packet buffer on each video packet it draws

from the self-packet buffer and to output the interleaved video packets over single serial line 314

to central control unit 316. The serial output data rate over line 314 is again 3K Mbits per

second, however, with no (or very few) void packets.

In other words, in the fixed rate interleaving scheme, the arbitration unit is configured to

draw and interleave video packets, alternately, one video packet from the self- packet buffer and

two video packets from the chained packet buffer. In accordance with an embodiment, the



plurality of daisy chained image sensors 301, 303 and 305 are also configured to capture image

frames with identical frame rates. Alternately, the frame rates vary dynamically.

An advantage of the fixed rate interleaving scheme is that image sensor circuits 302, 304

and 306 process their input data almost identically and thus a single ASIC processor may be

designed, fabricated and tested for the fixed rate interleaving. The fixed rate interleaving scheme

requires writing real video data over void video data during processing. Referring to Figure 4B

below, a variable rate interleaving scheme is disclosed that requires designing a different data

processing scheme for each image sensor circuit in the chain.

Figure 4B illustrates a variable rate interleaving data flow, according to certain

embodiments. Right pointing image sensor circuit 302 receives k Mbytes per second video data

from image sensor 301 that captures the right FOV 103 of endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1.

According to the variable rate data flow, the arbitration unit is configured to output the stored

video packets over single serial line 310 to front pointing image sensor circuit 304 as is. The

serial output data rate over line 310 is IK Mbits per second (for example: K=8*k, or K=10*k in

10:8 encoding).

Front pointing image sensor circuit 304 receives k Mbytes per second video data from

image sensor 303 that captures the front FOV 105 of the endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1.

Additionally, front pointing image sensor circuit 304 receives K Mbits per second serial video

data from right image sensor circuit 302 over single serial line 310. According to the variable

rate interleaving data flow, the arbitration unit is configured to draw one video packet from the

chain packet buffer on each video packet it draws from the self-packet buffer (not shown) and to

output the interleaved video packets over a single serial line 312 to left pointing image sensor

circuit 306. The serial output data rate over line 312 is 2K Mbits per second.

Left pointing image sensor circuit 306 receives k Mbytes per second video data from

image sensor 305 that captures the left FOV 107 of the endoscope tip as shown in Figure 1.

Additionally, left pointing image sensor circuit 306 receives 2K Mbits per second serial video

data from front image sensor circuit 304 over single line 312. According to the variable rate

interleaving data flow, the arbitration unit is configured to draw two video packets from the

chain packet buffer for each video packet it draws from the self-packet buffer and to output the

interleaved video packets over single serial line 314 to central control unit 316. The serial output

data rate over line 314 is 3 K Mbits per second.



In other words, in the variable rate interleaving scheme, the arbitration unit is configured

to draw and interleave video packets, alternately, one video packet from the self- packet buffer

and a variable number of video packets from the chained packet buffer. In accordance with an

embodiment, the plurality of daisy chained image sensors 301, 303 and 305 are also configured

to capture image frames with variable frame rates that depend on a position of an image sensor

within the daisy chained image sensors. Alternately, the frame rates vary dynamically.

An advantage of the variable rate interleaving scheme described above is that no, or very

slight, addition of void video packets by image sensor circuits 302 and 304 is required. A

reduction in electromagnetic interference (EMI) emission and a lower power consumption

resulting in less dissipated heat may also be advantageous. A single ASIC processor

implementing image sensor circuit 200 may still be designed having multiple interleaving

options that may be activated according to the image sensor circuit ID.

In an embodiment, the image sensor's frame rate depends on the position of the image

sensor circuit in the chain and also varies dynamically.

In another embodiment, the image sensor's frame rate is configured to lock on the gross

bitrate of ingress packets. In such an implementation, the first image sensor in chain is the only

image sensor that generates bitrate independent of previous image sensors since it has no ingress

video packets to lock on. The first image sensor egress packets dictate to the next image sensors

in chain the gross bitrate. Then, by locking the frame rate on the ingress gross bitrate in each

sensor in the chain, the first image sensor facilitates all sensors operating at the same frame rate

and phase.

The image sensor circuit identifiers may be utilized by non-volatile memory cell

technologies such as: programmable read only memory (PROM) cell technology; erasable

programmable read only memory (EPROM) cell technology; electrically erasable programmable

read only memory (EEPROM) cell technology; NVRAM technology, fuse cells and the like

known in the art.

The image sensor circuit identifiers are utilized by connecting resistor(s) with well-

defined values to sensor pin(s).

The image sensor circuit identifiers are utilized by automatic learning algorithms similar

to the two examples described herein above.



In one embodiment, the image sensor circuit includes microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) sensors, accelerometers and/or gyros, for indicating the multiple sensor tip section

temporal position and orientation in a patient's colon, for example.

In one embodiment, the image sensor circuit includes output pins to drive each of a

plurality of LEDs with its own supply current, defined by the central control unit.

In an embodiment, the image sensor circuit includes an internal temperature sensor

whose digital reading can be embedded inside video packets, and in turn be read by the central

control unit.

Figure 5 illustrates video processing method 500 for a daisy chain multiple sensor

endoscope, according to certain embodiments of the present specification. Video processing

method 500 includes: in stage 510, providing a multiple sensor endoscope comprising a plurality

of daisy chain image sensors and a central control unit; in stage 520, generating, in each image

sensor, video packets out of images captured by a sensor array, and storing, the optionally

compressed, video packets in a self-packet buffer; in stage 530, storing, in a chain packet buffer,

video packets received from previous-in-chain image sensors; in stage 540, interleaving the

video packets drawn from the self-packet buffer and the chain packet buffer; in stage 550,

transmitting the interleaved video packets to a next-in-chain image sensor or to the central

control unit; in stage 560, de-interleaving, by the central control unit, the interleaved video

packets; and in stage 570, outputting de-interleaved re-generated separated images as captured

by the plurality of daisy chain image sensors.

Video processing method 500 stage 520 includes, in certain embodiments, compressing

video packets with various compressing schemes and ratios known in the art.

Video processing method 500 stage 520 includes, in some embodiments, generating

video packets with varying frame rate that depends on the position of the image sensor in the

chain wherein the interleaving scheme of the video packets may vary accordingly.

Video processing method 500 stage 550 includes, in various embodiments, transmitting

serial data with identical gross bitrate independent of the image sensor circuit position in the

chain.

Video processing method 500 stage 550 includes, in various embodiments, transmitting

serial data with variable bitrate that depends on the image sensor circuit position in the chain,

wherein the serial output unit data transfer rate of an image senor circuit is n+1 times the serial



output unit data transfer rate of the previous-in-chain image sensor circuit, where n is the number

of preceding image sensor circuits in the image sensor daisy chain.

Advantageously, the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained multiple

sensor configuration, may be used to display a plurality of images captured by a plurality of

camera sensors disposed at an endoscope tip section where the plurality of images are transferred

over a single line.

Another advantage of the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained

multiple sensor configuration, is that further miniaturization of the endoscope tip section may be

achieved due to transferring video data over a single serial line. Alternatively, a wider working

channel is enabled for insertion of surgery tools and larger illuminators, optical lens systems and

sensor arrays may be utilized, taking advantage of the single serial line transmission.

Another advantage of the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained

multiple sensor configuration, is that a single ASIC that performs almost identical data

processing in the plurality of image sensor circuits may be designed, fabricated and tested.

Another advantage of the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained

multiple sensor configuration, is that the image sensor's frame rate may depend on the position

of the image sensor in the chain and may also vary dynamically.

Another advantage of the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained

multiple sensor configuration, is that transmission over a single serial line prevents the risk of

cross talk between adjacent high-speed serial lines.

Another advantage of the above described endoscope system, having a daisy chained

multi-sensor configuration, is that it minimizes the complexity of the endoscope tip flexible

board design by reducing the number of wires required to interconnect image sensors.

In accordance with another embodiment, the present specification discloses parallel

illuminating systems that allow regulation of each illuminator's illumination intensity

independently. Regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity allows illuminating different

orientations with different illumination intensities during a colonoscopy procedure, for example.

Regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity may prevent dazzling from the cameras'

sensor arrays due to light reflection from near walls, and on the other hand, may prevent

displaying too dark screens due to weak illumination intensities in other directions.



Furthermore, regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity may reduce the overall

power consumption of the endoscope and thus may reduce heat production in the endoscope's tip

section.

Another advantage of regulating each illuminator's illumination intensity independently is

that different types of illuminators may be switched on or switched off on demand. For example,

illuminators may be specific blue and green wavelength range LEDs implementing a narrow

band imaging technique, where the light of the specific blue and green wavelengths is used to

enhance the detail of certain aspects of the surface of a mucosa, when needed.

According to aspects of the present specification, parallel illuminating systems and

illumination methods are disclosed. The system includes at least one viewing element or camera

sensor configured to capture images and at least two illuminators connected in parallel to a

power supply line and configured to illuminate a plurality of FOVs. Each one of the at least two

illuminators further comprises a control circuit configured to control the illuminator's

illumination intensity according to control signals generated by a central control circuit's

processor. While the present specification describes an endoscope with respect to the use of

multiple cameras, it should be noted that the disclosure may be applied, in various embodiments,

to multiple viewing elements.

According to certain embodiments of the present specification, the endoscope may be a

colonoscope, a gastroscope, a laparoscope, an arthroscope, a thoracoscope and the like.

In an embodiment, at least one control signal generated by the central control circuit's

processor may carry instructions for a plurality of LEDs connected in parallel, and thus may

regulate the illumination intensity of each illuminator dynamically independent from other

illuminators. The at least one control signal may comprise instructions for switching on and off

each illuminator independent from other illuminators under a specific parallel connection and for

varying the intensities of each illuminator independently.

In an embodiment, the control signal and power supply may be combined and provided to

the illuminators over a single line where the illuminators may be connected in parallel to the

same line carrying both power and instructions. Alternatively, the control signal (i.e.

instructions) and power supply may be provided to each illuminator on separate lines.

In an embodiment, the central control circuit's processor may be configured to encode

control signal (instructions) and transmit the encoded instructions to the illuminators wherein



each illuminator's control circuit may be configured to decode the encoded instructions received

from the central control circuit's processor.

In an embodiment, the illuminators may be used to transmit information from the

endoscope's tip section back to the central control circuit's processor as a part of a telemetry

system.

In an embodiment, encoded control signal instructions may comprise instructions for

varying the electric current flow through each illuminator.

In an embodiment, encoded control signal instructions may be communicated over the

power line using a serial protocol such as, but not limited to, universal-asynchronous-receiver-

transmitter (UART) protocol. The encoded control signal instructions may comprise illuminator

IDs wherein illuminators' control circuits may be configured to decode the encoded illuminators'

IDs and regulate illumination intensity accordingly.

In an embodiment, the central control circuit's processor may be configured to vary an

illumination intensity of each illuminator automatically using an image processing software

program code or hardware circuit. The image processing software program code or hardware

circuit may be configured to detect high intensity reflections received by camera sensor arrays

and decrease the illumination intensity of at least one illuminator accordingly.

In an embodiment, the image processing software program code or hardware circuit may

be configured to detect weak intensity reflections received by camera sensor arrays and increase

the illumination intensity of at least one illuminator accordingly.

In an embodiment, the central control circuit's processor may be configured to vary the

illuminators' illumination intensity according to surgeons' manual operations via a user interface.

In an embodiment, the illuminators comprise light emitting diodes (LEDs) wherein the

illuminators' control circuits comprise circuits used to control the currents that flow through each

LED.

In an embodiment, a maximal upper bound allowed current through each one of the

plurality of LEDs may be used to prevent overheating an LED or the endoscope's tip section,

where the central control circuit's processor may be configured to reduce currents in one or more

LEDs accordingly.

In an embodiment, one or more illuminators may have a different light wavelength range

comparing to other illuminators' light wavelength ranges. Typical wavelength of illuminators



may be in the visible wavelength ranges and one or more illuminators wavelength may be in the

infra-red (IR), close IR or a specific blue or green wavelength for example for an NBI system.

In an embodiment, the illuminators' control circuit processors may be implemented as

application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). However, other processor types, such as field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and the like, are in the scope and may be used in certain

embodiments of the present invention.

In an embodiment, each illuminator may include more than one LED, connected serially

in a chain or in a parallel configuration.

According to certain embodiments of the present specification, the illuminators may be

hybrid systems that include an FPGA and a LED, an ASIC and LED, an ASIC of two or more

LEDs and their logic, an ASIC containing only logic with pads on its upper side configured to be

mounted to a LED, and combinations of thereof.

Reference is now made to Figure 6, which illustrates an exemplary endoscope tip section

comprising a plurality of multiple viewing elements and a parallel illuminating system,

according to certain embodiments. Endoscope tip section's parallel illuminating system 600

includes a side pointing camera sensor 603 and two side pointing illuminators 601 and 602,

illuminating an upper right FOV 621 and a lower right FOV 623. Endoscope tip parallel

illuminating system 600 includes a front pointing camera sensor 608 and four front pointing

illuminators 604, 605, 606 and 607, which illuminate a front FOV 625. Endoscope tip parallel

illuminating system 600 includes another side pointing camera sensor 6 11 and two side pointing

illuminators 609 and 610, which illuminate a lower left FOV and an upper left FOV,

respectively, creating a left FOV 627.

In accordance with various embodiments, camera sensors 603, 608 and 6 11 are CCD

arrays or CMOS arrays.

It is further understood that the endoscope tip section includes a working channel (as

shown in Figure 1, for example) configured to inject fluids or gases and to insert miniscule

surgery tools, a plurality of optical systems that may include front and side objective lens

systems, a flexible electronic circuit board configured to carry the front and side camera sensors,

the wiring connections between these components and a cable connecting endoscope tip section's

parallel illuminating system 600 to an endoscope handle, to an external control unit and to a

display.



The endoscope tip section's parallel illuminating system 600 illustrated in Figure 6 and

further described in details below, is a non-limiting example of a parallel illuminating system.

According to other embodiments of the present invention, similar parallel illuminating systems

may be used in automotive industry, large display screens, in office and home illuminating

systems and the like.

Reference is now made to Figure 7, which illustrates an illuminator circuit in a block

diagram, according to certain embodiments. Illuminator circuit 700 includes a power supply

input pin ANODE 701 on which a control signal is superimposed and a ground input pin GND

702. ANODE pin 701 is in electrical communication with or connected to voltage regulator 703,

capacitor 705, Zener diode 713, current source 707 connected further to n-channel transistor 709.

Zener diode 713 is in electrical communication with or connected to resistor 715 and to analog-

to-digital (A/D) converter 717. Logic circuit 720 receives A/D's 717 digitized output signal, and

comprises a DC extraction module 722, a data extraction module 724 and a registers and control

module 726. Logic circuit 720 is configured to extract the inputted power supply DC level by

DC extraction module 722 and to decode control signal instructions by data extraction module

724.

In various embodiments, data extraction module/circuit 724 includes a UART (universal-

asynchronous-receiver-transmitter) decoder that is used to decode communicated UART

instructions transmitted over power line (Figure 8A 850) connected to input pin ANODE 701 . In

an embodiment, the UART protocol is a UART 9,600 bits per second protocol, includes a start

bit, 1 even parity bit and 1 stop bit added to each transmitted byte.

According to embodiments of the present specification, the first UART communicated

byte is an illuminator device ID, where LSB=1 encodes a UART read instruction and LSB=0

encodes a UART write instruction. The second communicated byte is a 4 bit LED-enable bits

and the remaining 4 bits is an accessed register address. The third communicated byte is a data

byte and the fourth communicated byte is a checksum byte. Accordingly, total number of bits

transmitted per one UART instruction is 44 bits. Transmitting a 44 bits UART instruction lasts

4.5 milliseconds, where 104 micro seconds is a 1 bit transmission time duration of a UART

9,600 protocol.

In an embodiment, logic circuit 720 is implemented as an ASIC processor. However,

other processor types, such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and the like, are in the



scope and may be used in certain embodiments of the present specification. According to certain

embodiments of the present specification, logic circuit 720 is implemented by a miniature FPGA

(for example, 1.5mm x 1.5mm FPGAs, or less, including the package are already available).

Logic circuit 720 is configured to generate a digitized control value decoded by the

UART decoder and used to determine the desired current flow through LED 7 11. In this

example, the illuminator circuit contains just a single LED. However, in other embodiments,

illuminator circuit may contain more than one LED. The digitized control value is filtered using

a low pass filter logic module 728 before it is converted to an analog signal by digital-to-analog

(D/A) converter 731 and is inputted to operational-amplifier (Op-Amp) 733 non-inverting input.

Low-pass filter 728 is used for soft-start switching on and off LED's 7 11 current gradually,

minimize voltage under/over-shoot on power supply pin 701 while LED's 7 11 current is

changing.

Op-Amp 733 output is connected to the gate of an n-channel field-effect transistor (FET)

735, whose source is connected to the inverting (feedback) input of Op-Amp 733. A drain for

FET 735 is connected to a cathode of LED 7 11 and its source to resistor (Rs) 737. The

illumination intensity, i.e. electric current flow, of LED 7 11 is practically identical to that of Rs

737. This electric current flow is controlled by Op-Amp 733 by means of feedback: Op-Amp 733

sets its output (hence, FET 735 gate node) to such a voltage, that the resulting voltage at its

inverting (feedback) input is identical to that of its non-inverting input which is the extracted

control signal UART instruction. Hence, the resulting electric current that flows through FET

735 and LED 7 11 is configured to be the desired UART instruction's voltage divided by the

resistance of Rs 737.

According to certain embodiments, UART protocol is used to communicate control

signal instructions over power line 850 (Figure 8A) as described above. However, other standard

or non-standard communication protocols, such as the serial peripheral interface (SPI) protocol,

may be used to communicate control signals over power line 850 (Figure 8A) in other

embodiments of the present invention and are in the scope.

According to certain embodiments, UART write instructions are transmitted in broadcast

mode, i.e. addressing a plurality of illuminators simultaneously, and/or allowing a multiple

number of LEDs to be turned on or off simultaneously.



According to certain, power line communication (PLC) known techniques, adapted to DC

power, are used to modulate UART, or other communication protocol that may be used.

In one embodiment, the illuminator circuit 700 includes power-on-reset module 740

configured to reset logic 720 to a known state upon power up.

In one embodiment, the illuminator circuit 700 includes motion sensor 750 that may be a

gyro and/or an accelerometer configured to measure or maintain orientation of endoscope tip

section 600 of Figure 6 .

In one embodiment, the illuminator circuit 700 includes oscillator 760 configured to

generate internal clock signal for illuminator circuit 700. Frequency of oscillator 760 may be, for

example, in the range of 500KHz to lMHz.

In one embodiment, the illuminator circuit 700 includes non-volatile memory cells

(NVRAM) 770 configured to store digital data such as: device parameters; illuminator part

number; illuminator vendor ID; illuminator ID; records of operational hours per current range.

In one embodiment, temperature sensor 780 is configured to measure the illuminator

junction temperature at a plurality of junctions in illuminator circuit 700, from which the

endoscope tip section's equivalent temperature may be calculated.

In one embodiment, FET 709 switches current source 707 (with optional soft-start), to

transmit telemetry data back to processor 810 (Figures 8A, 8B), in response to processor's 810

(Figures 8A, 8B) instructions.

In one embodiment, A/D 739 is configured to tap FET's 735 drain, such that processor

810 (Figures 8A, 8B), in response to a read request instruction, may be configured to determine

if ANODE 701 voltage is within a desired range (i.e. FET 735 drain voltage is high enough such

that FET 735 functions as a current regulator, and not too high, such that FET 735 overheats

illuminator circuit 700).

In one embodiment, illuminator circuit 700 includes a third input pin (not shown in

Figure 7) used to communicate instructions not superimposed on power line 850 (Figure 8A).

Reference is now made to Figure 8A, which illustrates a parallel illuminating system

circuit, according to certain embodiments. Parallel illuminating system circuit 800 includes

switched voltage regulator 802 current sense resistor 803, linear voltage regulator 804,

differential amplifier 806, A/D converter 808, D/A converter 812 and processor 810. Figure 8A

is an example, in which the parallel illuminating system circuit 800 includes three illuminator



circuits 820, 830 and 840 connected to single line 850. However, in actual systems the number

of illuminator circuits connected to a single line may be substantially higher.

Single power supply line 850 is a camera board (CB) power supply line of an endoscope.

Typically, endoscope's CB power supply line may be 3 to 4 meters long, and may carry typically

40 mA current flow per illuminator in regular (yet maximal) illumination conditions, and 150

n A current flow per illuminator in flash illumination mode.

In one embodiment, the central control circuit processor 810 is a camera board (CB)

circuit processor located at external control unit (not shown) connected to the endoscope and to a

display or in the endoscope handle (not shown).

Illuminator circuits 820, 830 and 840 is the illuminator circuit illustrated and described

with respect to Figure 7 above where power line 850 is connected to Figure 7 input pin ANODE

701 and GND 860 is connected to Figure 7 input pin GND 702 for each illuminator circuit 820,

830 and 840. Processor 810 may be an FPGA, an ASIC, a software-controlled processor and the

like. Processor 810 is configured to generate control signal instructions in order to vary the

illumination intensity of each illuminator 820, 830 and 840 connected in parallel to power line

850. Processor 810 switches on or off each illuminator and regulates the illumination intensity of

each illuminator independent from the operating condition of other illuminators. Processor 810

is configured to generate control signal instructions to illuminators 820, 830 and 840

automatically according to image processing of camera sensor arrays (603, 608 and 6 11 of

Figure 6) captured images. Processor 810 is configured to perform image processing by

executing an image processing software program code stored in the processor memory (not

shown). Alternatively, processor 810 may include an image processing hardware circuit.

The image processing program code is configured to detect high intensity reflections

received by one or more camera sensors 603, 608 and 6 11 of Figure 6 and reduces the

illumination intensity of one or more illuminator circuits 820, 830 and 840 accordingly. The

image processing program is configured to detect low intensity reflections received by one or

more camera sensors 603, 608 and 6 11 of Figure 6 and increases the illumination intensity of one

or more illuminator circuits 820, 830 and 840 accordingly.

Additionally or alternatively, central control circuit's processor 810 is configured to vary

the illumination intensity of illuminators 820, 830 and 840 according to manual instructions of a

surgeon via a user interface (not shown).



In one embodiment, processor 810 is configured to regulate the illumination intensity of

illuminators 820, 830 and 840 according to the endoscope tip section's temperature calculated by

measuring the temperature at the illuminator junction (using temperature sensor 780 as shown in

Figure 7).

In one embodiment, processor 810 is configured to regulate the illumination intensity of

illuminators 820, 830 and 840 according to motion sensor 750 (Figure 7) indications. Motion

sensor 750 may be a Micro Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) accelerometer or gyro.

In one embodiment, processor 810 is configured to switch on and off illuminators

allocated to special operational modes, for example NBI.

In one embodiment, processor 810 uses the output of A/D 808 to calculate the current

flowing through power line 850 (i.e. load current), as part of built-in test (BIT) module whose

purpose is to verify that each illuminator draws the current it is configured to draw.

In one embodiment, processor 810 uses the output of A/D 808 to calculate the current

flowing through power line 850 (i.e. load current), and then increase the output VCB of the Line

Voltage Regulator 804 to compensate for the voltage drops caused by power line's 850

resistance and the load current. This method of compensation is only effective if the processor

810 knows in advance what the resistance of power line 850 is.

In one embodiment, processor 810 is informed by the central control unit about the power

line 850 resistance, after the central control unit queried the newly inserted endoscope about its

type.

In one embodiment, processor 810 is configured to calculate the actual resistance of

power line 850, by reading from the illuminators their power supply (ANODE 701 of Figure 7)

voltage. Accordingly, the difference between the desired VCB and the illuminators' supply

voltage, divided by the current measured by the Sense Resistor (803) and converted by A/D

(808) is the actual resistance.

According to embodiments of the present specification, more than one parallel

illuminating system circuit, described in Figure 8A hereinabove, may be implemented in parallel

illuminating system 600 shown in Figure 6, for example, reducing the current load from the

power line and increasing the communication throughput.

Reference is now made to Figure 8B, which illustrates the parallel illuminating system of

Figure 8A further incorporating a remote sense, according to certain embodiments. Parallel



illuminating system circuit 800' includes remote sense line 870. Remote sense line 870 is

configured to provide a measure of the actual voltage applied on the illuminators circuit inputs in

order to provide desired operation condition. Remote sense line 870 is configured to detect a

voltage fall, due to supply line's 850 load, and processor 810 is configured to compensate the

voltage fall by increasing the applied voltage VCB 880.

Reference is now made to Figure 9 (along with Figures 7, 8A and 8B), which illustrates

transmission of control signal instructions over a camera board (CB) power supply line,

according to certain embodiments. Illuminator's logic status 910 and CB power supply line

voltage VCB 920 are illustrated in Figure 9 . During power-on-reset (POR) procedure 922,

processor 810 (shown in Figure 8B) is configured to increase the applied voltage VCB from 0.0

Volts to 4.0 Volts (shown as 880 in Figure 8B) monotonously, in a rate fast enough to cause a

power on reset in the illuminators. Processor 810 is configured to idle for a while, so the

illuminator can measure the average idle DC voltage 924 using A/D 717. Processor 810 is

configured to communicate control signal instructions 926 over CB power line 850. Control

signal instructions 926 is general UART instructions that include read or write bit, register

address bits and data bits. Device identification bits are used to encode illuminator IDs for

example. Processor 810 is configured to communicate control signal instruction 928 that is used

to encode the desired current flow through RS resistor 737 (shown in Figure 7) for each

illuminator, which determines the illumination intensity of LED 7 11 (shown in Figure 7) for

each illuminator circuit 820, 830 and 840. A/D 717 is configured to measure continuously the

illuminators voltage at ANODE 701 while processor 810 is idle, and calculate its average (low-

pass filtering) to extract the power line DC level in the DC Extraction module 722. Data

Extraction 724 module monitors if ANODE 701 voltage rises from DC+160mV (exemplary

value) to DC+320mV (exemplary value) fast enough (i.e. slew rate must exceed a threshold). If it

does exceed the threshold, logic 720 deduces that processor 810 transmitted a '0' bit (according

to UART protocol, '0' has a higher voltage than T . Also, logic state while in idle is T).

Similarly, if ANODE 701 voltage falls from DC+320mV to DC+160mV fast enough, logic 720

deduces that the processor 810 transmitted a ' bit.

The three illuminators circuits 820, 830 and 840 are an exemplary parallel illuminating

system only. Any other number of illuminators may be used according to embodiments of the

present specification.



The exemplary instruction 928 shown is one that results in one or more illuminators

changing their current (light intensity). Therefore, processor 810 increases the applied voltage

VCB to 5.5V 930 to immune the power line against a scenario where a sudden and sharp

increase in illuminator current would drop ANODE 701 voltage to a value causing unintentional

power on reset in illuminators' logic or a temporary flicker. Since VCB's rise 930 to 5.5V is

slow, it is not interpreted by the illuminators as a logic '0' transmission. Between 930 and 932,

the illuminator(s) update its (their) current according to instruction 928. The updating of current

occurs after an intentional delay, meant to guarantee VCB has completed reaching the exemplary

voltage 5.5V 930. Processor 810 is configured to gradually decrease the applied voltage VCB to

4.7V 932, where 4.4V may be the voltage applied onto illuminators' ANODE 701 in this

example (the 300mV difference between VCB and Anodes' voltages is due to power line

resistance). While 4.4V at the ANODE 701 does guarantee correct operation of logic 720 and

Op-Amp 733 circuits, a lower voltage may be preferred, to minimize illuminators' power

consumption.

Processor 810 is configured to communicate another control signal instruction 934 over

CB power line 850. Control signal instruction 934 is used, for example, to reduce the

illumination intensity of one or more illuminators, to increase the illumination intensity of one or

more illuminators (in cases where VCB rise 930 is not mandatory), to switch on or switch off

one or more illuminators, configure illuminators, and/or read data from an illuminator.

Processor 810 may start a phase 936 of fine tuning, i.e. reading from the illuminators

their ANODE 701 voltage and FET's 735 drain voltage and lowering VCB to a point where

these voltages suffice, yet are low enough to ensure minimal heat dissipation.

Reference is now made to Figure 10 (along with Figures 7, 8A and 8B), which illustrates

the camera board power supply line status 1010, voltage 1030 across, and current 1040 through

the Sense Resistor 803, according to certain embodiments. CB power supply line status 1010

may be idle 1002, may be measuring average DC current 1004, may be sending a read request to

an illuminator's processor register 1006 and may be updating its internal register(s) with new

data 1008 received from the illuminator, for example.

The operations illustrated in Figure 10 are exemplary operations only and other

operations may be implemented in embodiments of the present specification and are in the scope

of the present specification.



In CB power line idle state 1002, the average DC voltage fall over the current sense

resistor 803 may be 240 mV (assuming exemplary sense resistor value of 0.3Ohm and DC load

current of 800mA) and the average current ICB may be 800 mA, for example, as shown in

Figure 10.

After processor 810 has calculated the average DC load current 1004, it is allowed to, and

may send, a request 1006 to an illuminator to transmit data. It then waits for the illuminator to

transmit the requested data. As the illuminator transmits data, the illuminator transmits a '0' by

switching on its internal ~50mA current source especially allocated for telemetry (707, 709).

When this current source is off, it is equivalent to illuminator transmitting a T . As a result, the

load current 1040, as well as the voltage across the sense resistor 1030, take the form of a DC

value on which small perturbations (which are in fact the data transmitted from the illuminator)

are superimposed.

Hardware on the CB is configured to extract the abovementioned perturbations by first

removing the DC value (already calculated in 1004), then amplifying it by 10 (exemplary value)

so it can better drive a comparator - which in turn will drive processor 810. This power line

voltage and current after DC levels removal are shown during update of processor's 810 register

with new data 1008. The maximal amplitude of the CB Rx Voltage (1020) is about 150 mV, the

amplitude of the voltage developed on the current sense resistor is about 15 mV 1030 and the CB

current ICB is 50 mA 1040 above DC voltage as shown in Figure 10.

In one embodiment, 2 or more than 3 illuminators may be connected to CB power line

850. A parallel illuminating system having 8 illuminators is shown in Figure 6 for example.

Other number of illuminators connected in parallel and any number of independent chains of

parallel-connected illuminators may be designed according to certain embodiments of the present

specification.

In one embodiment, illuminator circuit processor 720 of Figure 7 includes a watch-dog

circuit (not shown). The watch-dog circuit sets a programmable counter configured to start

counting every time a legitimate control signal instruction is received. If the counter reaches a

pre-programmed value and a legitimate UART instruction was not received, the watch-dog

circuit is configured to set the LED illumination level to a mid-range illumination intensity as a

safety fallback.



Reference is now made to Figure 11, which illustrates an illumination method for a

parallel illuminating system, according to certain embodiments. Illumination method 1100

includes: in stage 1110, providing at least one camera sensor configured to capture images, at

least two illuminators connected in parallel to a power supply line and configured to illuminate a

plurality of FOVs and a central control circuit; in stage 1120, generating, by the central control

circuit, encoded control signals to each one of the at least two illuminators, or common encoded

control signal to the at least two illuminators; in stage 1130, decoding, by each one of the at least

two illuminators' control circuits, the encoded control signals; and in stage 1140, illuminating,

by the at least two illuminators, the plurality of FOVs according to the decoded control signals.

In an embodiment, illumination method 1100 includes switching on and switching off

each one of the illuminators independently.

In an embodiment, illumination method 1100 includes varying the illumination intensity

of each illuminator independently.

In an embodiment, illumination method 700 includes transmitting encoded control signal

instructions and power to the illuminators on a single power line 850 of Figure 8A.

In an embodiment, illumination method 700 includes transmitting a UART protocol

encoded instructions over power line 850 of Figure 8A.

Reference is now made to Figure 12, which illustrates an illumination method for a

parallel illuminating system, according to other certain embodiments. Illumination method 1200

includes: in stage 1210, providing at least one camera sensor, configured to capture images, at

least two illuminators, connected in parallel to a power supply line and configured to illuminate a

plurality of FOVs and a central control circuit; in stage 1220, generating, by the central control

circuit, encoded control signal instructions to each one of the at least two illuminators wherein

the encoded control signal instructions include illuminator IDs; in stage 1230, transmitting , by

the central control circuit, the encoded control signal instructions over the power supply line; in

stage 1240, decoding, by each one of the at least two illuminators' control circuits, the encoded

control signal instructions; and; in stage 1250, illuminating, by the at least two illuminators, the

FOVs according to the decoded control signal instructions.

Advantageously, the above described parallel illuminating system is used to regulate

illumination intensities of a multiple sensor endoscope having a plurality of illuminators at the

endoscope's tip section, such as the tip section 600 of Figure 6 .



Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that control

signals, such as UART instructions, and power are provided to illuminators on a single power

line.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that UART

protocol is used to encode and decode control signals communicated in parallel to the

illuminators.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that the

illuminators include LEDs with different light wavelength ranges wherein the central control

system is able to switch on and switch off each illuminator independently on demand.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that regulating

the plurality of illuminators is done automatically according to an image processing software

program or hardware circuit configured to process captured images and provide control signals

accordingly.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that

transmitting control signal instructions over single power line 850 of Figure 8A reduces the

number of wires required at a multi camera sensor endoscope tip section, reduces the number of

pins required in each illuminator to 2, hence, reduces the design complexity of the endoscope tip

flexible PCB by reducing both the area and the number of PCB layers needed.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that the

illuminators circuits' ASICs pin count is 2 (shown in Figure 7 as 701 and 702), which allows

manufacturing a small size ASIC. In a prior art endoscope tip comprising, say, 8 variable

intensity LEDs - 2 left side LEDs, 2 right side LEDs and 4 LEDs in the front, a total of 2+2+4+1

(ground) = 9 wires are required. However, in the parallel illuminating system of the present

specification only a total of 1+1 (ground) = 2 wires are needed.

Another advantage of the above described parallel illuminating system is that one or

more additional illuminators can be connected in parallel to one or more of illuminators

connected in parallel to the single power line 850 of Figure 8A.

Although the invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments

thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to

those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications

and variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended claims.



In addition, citation or identification of any reference in this application shall not be

construed as an admission that such reference is available as prior art to the present invention.

It is appreciated that certain features of the invention, which are, for clarity, described in

the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination in a single

embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention which are, for brevity, described in

the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided separately or in any suitable sub

combination.

Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the same

meanings as are commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

belongs. Although methods similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the

practice or testing of the present invention, suitable methods are described herein.

In case of conflict, the patent specification, including definitions, will prevail. In

addition, the materials, methods, and examples are illustrative only and not intended to be

limiting.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present invention is not limited

to what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather the scope of the present

invention is defined by the appended claims and includes both combinations and sub

combinations of the various features described hereinabove as well as variations and

modifications thereof, which would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing

description. While preferred embodiments of the present invention have been shown and

described, it should be understood that various alternatives, substitutions, and equivalents can be

used, and the present invention should only be limited by the claims and equivalents thereof.

The above examples are merely illustrative of the many applications of the system of the

present invention. Although only a few embodiments of the present invention have been

described herein, it should be understood that the present invention might be embodied in many

other specific forms without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Therefore, the

present examples and embodiments are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and

the invention may be modified within the scope of the appended claims.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. A daisy chain multiple sensor system comprising a plurality of daisy chained image sensors,

wherein at least one of said daisy chained image sensors comprises:

a sensor array to capture images and generate video packets from said captured images;

a compression unit to compress said video packets and generate compressed video

packets;

a self-packet buffer configured to store said compressed video packets;

a de-serializer unit configured to receive serialized video packets from a previous -in-

chain image sensor and convert said serialized video packets to parallel video packets;

a chained packet buffer configured to store said parallel video packets corresponding to

the previous-in-chain image sensor;

an arbitration unit configured to interleave the video packets stored in the self-packet

buffer and the chained packet buffer;

a serial unit to serially output the interleaved video packets; and,

a central control circuit configured to manage said compression unit, self-packet buffer,

de-serializer unit, chained packet buffer, arbitration unit and serial unit.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein said daisy chain multiple sensor system is an

endoscopic system.

3 . The system according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors is arranged as a system-on-chip ASIC.

4 . The system according to claim 1, wherein said compression unit, self-packet buffer, chained

packet buffer, arbitration unit, serial unit and central control circuit are arranged as a system-

on-chip ASIC, and wherein said sensor array is external to said ASIC.

5 . The system according to claim 1, wherein said central control circuit is configured to de-

interleave the interleaved video packets and re-generate separated images as captured by said

plurality of daisy chain image sensors.

6 . The system according to claim 5, wherein only a last-in-chain serial unit is connected to an

input of said central control circuit by a single serial line.



7 . The system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of daisy chained image sensors

comprise a first daisy chained image sensor, a second daisy chained image sensor and a third

daisy chained image sensor.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein said first daisy chained image sensor is a first side-

pointing image sensor, said second daisy chained image sensor is a front pointing image

sensor and said third daisy chained image sensor is a second side-pointing image sensor of an

endoscope tip.

9 . The system according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of daisy chained

image sensors comprises an identifier.

10. The system according to claim 1, wherein said compression unit is configured to add packet

headers to said video packets.

11. The system according to claim 10, wherein said packet headers comprise image sensor

identifiers.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein said packet headers further comprise time stamps

and/or coordinate identifiers.

13. The system according to claim 1, wherein said compression unit is configured to generate

video packets comprising 256 bytes to 4 Kbytes per packet.

14. The system according to claim 1, wherein said self-packet buffer and chained packet buffer

size is 2 to 64 Kbytes.

15. The system according to claim 1, wherein said self and chained packet buffers are configured

to store data at a rate of 0.1 Gigabits to 10 Gigabits per second.

16. The system according to claim 1, wherein said arbitration unit is configured to draw and

interleave, alternately, one video packet from said self-packet buffer and two video packets

from said chained packet buffer.

17. The system according to claim 1, wherein said arbitration unit is configured to draw and

interleave, alternately, one video packet from said self-packet buffer and a variable number

of video packets from said chained packet buffer.

18. The system according to claim 1, wherein serial units of said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors are configured to transfer serial data at identical bitrate.

19. The system according to claim 1, wherein the serial unit is configured to transfer serial data

at bitrates that depends on a position of the image sensor in the daisy chained multiple sensor



system, and wherein the serial unit data transfer rate of the image senor is n+1 times the

serial unit data transfer rate of a previous-in-chain image sensor, where n is a number of

preceding image sensors in said daisy chained multiple sensor system.

20. The system according to claim 1, wherein said serial unit is configured to transfer data at a

rate of 0.1 Gigabits to 10 Gigabits per second.

21. The system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are

configured to capture frames with identical frame rate.

22. The system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are

configured to capture frames with a variable frame rate that depends on the image sensor

position in said daisy chain.

23. The system according to claim 22, wherein said frame rates vary dynamically.

24. The system according to claim 1, wherein commands to configure a mode of operation of at

least one of said daisy chained image sensors as well as status related to the mode of

operation is communicated back to the central control circuit as ancillary data packets

interleaved with the video packets.

25. The system according to claim 1, wherein said central control circuit is positioned at a

proximal end of an endoscope.

26. The system according to claim 1, wherein said central control circuit is located in a device

external to an endoscope.

27. The system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of daisy chained image sensors are

charge coupled device (CCD) sensors or complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)

sensors.

28. A video processing method for use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit in data communication

with said plurality of daisy chained image sensors, the method comprising:

in a first of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, generating video packets

from images captured by a sensor array of the first of the plurality of daisy chained image

sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer; and

in said first of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video packets

of said self-packet buffer and at least one void packet of a chained packet buffer and



transmitting the interleaved video packets to another of the plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.

29. A video processing method for use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit in data communication

with said plurality of daisy chained image sensors, the method comprising:

in a second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, generating video packets

from images captured by a sensor array of the second of the plurality of daisy chained

image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer;

in said second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, storing in a chain

packet buffer video packets received from another of the plurality of daisy chained image

sensors; and

in said second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video

packets of said self-packet buffer and said chained packet buffer and transmitting the

interleaved video packets to another of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

30. A video processing method for use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit in data communication

with said plurality of daisy chained image sensors, the method comprising:

in a second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, generating video packets

from images captured by a sensor array of the second of the plurality of daisy chained

image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer; and

in said second of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video

packets of said self-packet buffer and at least one void packet of a chained packet buffer

and transmitting the interleaved video packets to another of the plurality of daisy chained

image sensors.

31. A video processing method for use in an endoscopy system, said endoscopy system having a

plurality of daisy chained image sensors and a central control unit in data communication

with said plurality of daisy chained image sensors, the method comprising:

in a third of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, generating video packets

from images captured by a sensor array of the third of the plurality of daisy chained

image sensors and storing said video packets in a self-packet buffer;



in said third of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, storing in a chain packet

buffer video packets received from another of the plurality of daisy chained image

sensors;

in said third of the plurality of daisy chained image sensors, interleaving video

packets of said self-packet buffer and said chained packet buffer and transmitting the

interleaved video packets to a central control unit; and

in said central control unit, de-interleaving said interleaved video packets and

outputting de-interleaved and separated image frames captured by said plurality of daisy

chained image sensors.

32. The video processing method according to claim 31, wherein the central control unit

generates three separate and distinct video images from the interleaved video packets and

transmits the three separate and distinct video images to three separate displays.

33. The video processing method according to claim 31, wherein said step of generating video

packets from images further comprises compressing said video packets.

34. The video processing method according to claim 31, wherein said transmitting of the

interleaved packets is performed with identical gross bitrate that does not depend on a

position of the image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

35. The video processing method according to claim 31, wherein said transmitting of the

interleaved packets is performed with variable bitrates that depends on a position of the

image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image sensors, and wherein a data transfer

rate of an image senor is n+1 times the data transfer rate of a previous-in-chain image sensor,

where n is the number of preceding image sensors in said plurality of daisy chained image

sensors.

36. The video processing method according to claim 31, wherein an image capture frame rate of

said plurality of daisy chained image sensors depends on a position of the image sensors in

said plurality of daisy chained image sensors.

37. The video processing method according to claims 31, wherein an image capture frame rate of

said plurality of daisy chained image sensors varies dynamically.
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